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Featured Application: Analyzing and modeling a pre-touch reaction in human–human interac-
tion over upper body parts for implementation in human–robot interaction. A potential appli-
cation would be the development of a robot’s behavior in scenarios where touch interaction is
needed, for example, social robots focused on medical applications.

Abstract: Although before-touch situations are essential to achieve natural touch interactions between
people and robots, they receive less attention than after-touch situations. This study reports pre-
touch reaction distance analysis results around touchable upper body parts, i.e., shoulders, elbows,
and hands, based on human–human pre-touch interaction. We also analyzed the effects of gender,
approach side, speed, and acclimation in modeling the pre-touch reaction distance, and found that the
distance around the hands is smaller than the distance around the shoulders and elbows, and speed
and acclimation affect the distance. On the other hand, gender and approach side do not significantly
affect the pre-touch reaction distance. Finally, we implemented the results in a male-looking android
and confirmed that it reacted toward pre-touch based on the obtained model.

Keywords: social behaviors; touch interaction; human–human interaction; human–robot interaction

1. Introduction

Touch interaction with other people provides various positive effects [1–6], but, due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, such interaction is physically and socially limited in the world.
In this context, using social robots as a partner of touch interaction is a promising approach
to cover the lack of human–human touch interaction since past studies reported several
positive effects of such interaction [7–15]. Even if the effects of touch interaction with such
social robots fail to fulfill the needs of interaction with actual people, people’s negative
situations can be mitigated.

As described above, many research works reported the effectiveness of touch effects
in human–robot interactions (HRIs). However, these studies mainly focused on after-touch
situations; dealing with pre-touch situations has received less focus. A few past research
works focused on the pre-touch reaction distance for a robot [16] and a virtual agent [17],
although they focused on faces. Therefore, knowledge about pre-touch interaction remains
limited. Based on human science literature, a part of the upper body (i.e., the shoulders
or arms, including elbow and hands) is mainly used in touch interaction with others [18].
Therefore, pre-touch interaction should consider such touchable upper body parts for
natural touch interaction.

We regard pre-touch interaction research as an extension of proxemics in touch inter-
action contexts. People generally keep a certain distance from others, such as keeping a
personal distance [19] in conversation interaction contexts, and such knowledge is well
known. Many social robots refer to proxemics’ knowledge to control their positions when
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interacting with people [20–33]. Inspired by the idea of proxemics, our ultimate goal is to
establish the basis of proxemics in the context of pre-touch interaction as pre-touch prox-
emics. Such basic knowledge will be important for social robots that physically interact
with people.

This study investigated the pre-touch reaction distance from typical touchable upper
body parts. For this purpose, first, we conducted data collection to gather people’s pre-
touch reaction data. Next, we conducted a statistical analysis of the collected data and
implemented a pre-touch reaction model to our android robot as shown in Figure 1. Thus,
this study aims to identify the minimum comfortable distance in human–human touch
interaction around the upper body.
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Figure 1. Android behavior to participant’s approach: (a) initial position for starting touch interaction;
(b) android looking at participant at a certain distance before being touched.

2. Related Work
2.1. Touch in Human–Robot Interaction

The main application of human–robot touch interaction is mental therapy for users.
Several studies have investigated the merits of touch interaction with robots [7–10,34]. One
famous therapy robot is a touchable seal robot (Paro) whose mental support effectiveness
is well known worldwide [7]. Examples of commercially available, touchable pet-type
robots include LOVOT (https://lovot.life/, accessed on 1 December 2020) and Qoobo
(https://qoobo.info/index/, accessed on 1 December 2020).

To achieve natural touch interaction between people and robots, robotics researchers
have focused on communication cues, which have been broadly investigated in conversa-
tional settings [35–37]. However, such knowledge cannot be applied to touch interaction
settings due to the differences in interaction settings or difficulties due to shorter distances.
Therefore, robotics research on touch interaction is investigating appropriate communica-
tion cues under such settings [14,38].

Robot appearances also influence touch interaction. For example, in human–human
interaction, an acceptable body part for touching differs based on the relationship [18,39].
Which body part is touched also communicates a different meaning in the context of
conveying emotions [40]. Researchers also investigated how a robot’s body parts are
essential to convey emotions by people/robots [41,42]. Other studies have focused on
human touch interaction cues such as handshaking, describing its phases and analyzing
both before-touch and after-touch actions [43], and defining methods for evaluating the
human likeness of a robot handshake using a Turing-like test [44].

https://lovot.life/
https://qoobo.info/index/
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These studies described the importance of touch behavior in human–robot interaction
from various perspectives. However, even though they provided rich knowledge about
touch interaction, they focused on after-touch interaction situations, downplaying before-
touch situations. Unlike these studies, our study investigates pre-touch situations to
understand people’s perception of being touched. Therefore, we observed pre-touch
proxemics data, modeled them, and implemented our model.

2.2. Proxemics in Human–Robot Interaction

When people interact with others, they appropriately adjust their position to others
based on their relationships. This idea is known as proxemics [19]. Robotics researchers im-
plemented this knowledge in social robots for smooth interaction with people in the context
of navigation in daily environments [20–23], approaching people to start conversations [24],
and displaying attitudes such as friendliness [25].

Researchers are also interested in the differences in the perceptions of proxemics
between people and robots due to individual characteristics. Past studies have reported
that people’s personalities influence preferred distances with others [26–28]. Other studies
have focused on such characteristics of robots as size [29,45], body postures [30,31], and
physical/virtual existence [46]. Other researchers have focused on mathematical functions
to model the complex shape of personal spaces by considering the direction of the face and
body [47,48].

However, proxemics in touch interaction has received less focus. A couple of works
have addressed pre-touch proxemics using a robot in a physical environment [16] and
virtual agents in a virtual environment [17], although these studies concentrated on the
face. Therefore, the knowledge of pre-touch proxemics is still limited. Compared to past
proxemics studies in HRI, our study’s unique point is that it deals with pre-touch proxemics
around touchable upper body parts.

3. Materials and Methods

We analyzed human–human pre-touch interaction by data collection to obtain a
pre-touch reaction distance for upper body parts.

3.1. Data Collection
3.1.1. Overview

Each data collection trial involved two participants who played both toucher and
evaluator roles in order; the toucher makes physical contact with the evaluator, and the
evaluator is touched by the toucher. The touch target parts are the shoulder, elbow, and the
back of the hand, because previous studies investigated the pre-touch reaction distance
around the face [16,17] and reported that these body parts are typical acceptable body parts
for touches [18]. Due to the sensitivity of touch interaction, we eliminated the lower body
from the target body parts. The ethics committee at the Advanced Telecommunication
Research Institute (ATR) approved this paper’s methodology (20-501-4).

3.1.2. Procedure

Similar to past proxemics studies that modeled pre-touch [16,17] and personal dis-
tances [23–28], we gathered self-reported preferred pre-touch reaction distance by the
evaluators. Thus, the evaluator sat in a chair, and the toucher stood around 1.0 m in front
of the evaluator, as shown in Figure 2. We fixed the evaluators’ positions, including the
face direction, and asked them to keep their gaze directed to the front.
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The toucher slowly stretched out a hand toward the evaluator’s body part; when the
evaluator wanted the approaching hand to stop, he/she generated an audible signal by
clicking a button. When the toucher heard the signal, he/she stopped immediately his/her
hand, returned to the initial position, and continued the data collection. We asked the
participants to move as naturally as possible and to use their dominant hands. Each trial’s
duration for each body part (shoulder, elbow, and hand) was two minutes.

The procedure for the evaluator’s body parts was repeated for two cases. The first one
was the front-right approach; the toucher approached from the right side of the evaluator.
The second one was the front-left approach; the toucher approached from the left side.
The order of the approaching sides (front-right or front-left) was counterbalanced between
participants. Once the procedure was done, the participants changed roles and repeated
the data collection.

3.1.3. Recording Data

In this data collection, we used two OptiTrack systems (Acuity Inc.) as a motion
capture system to automatically track the positions of the body parts of both the touchers
and the evaluators. We placed four markers for the former: shoulder, elbow, the palm of
the hand (anterior), and the back of the hand (posterior). For the latter, we placed three
markers: shoulder, elbow, and hand, as shown in Figure 2.

3.1.4. Participants

Sixteen pairs of Japanese participants (16 males and 16 females; eight male–female
pairs, four male–male pairs, and four female–female pairs) joined our data collection. The
participants met in the experiment for the first time, i.e., they were strangers. The average
and S.D. of their ages was 36.39 and 11.63, respectively.

3.1.5. Hypotheses and Predictions

We hypothesized that the minimum comfortable distance is different due to the body
part in the pre-touch proxemics modeling process around the upper body parts. Past
studies reported that which body part is acceptable for being touched is different based on
relationships [18,39]. Due to these studies, strangers were restricted to touching only the
hands, regardless of cultural differences (East Asian and Western cultures), i.e., some might
not welcome touches to their shoulders and elbows, and such hesitation would increase
the minimum comfortable distance. Based on these considerations, we made the following
hypothesis about the minimum comfortable distance.
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Prediction 1: The minimum comfortable distance around the hands is smaller than
around the shoulders and elbows.

4. Results and Implementation

The data collection gathered 6593 bits of distance data. On average, the touchers’
hands approached each evaluator’s body part 34 times within two minutes. The total
number of touching data was different between participants because of varied pre-touch
reaction distances, approaching speeds, etc. Therefore, we used the average pre-touch
reaction distance for each evaluator (i.e., 32) in the analysis instead of all the raw data.
Figure 3 shows a part of the gathered data around each body part. Note that these positions
are relatively transformed based on the 3D model body parts for visualization purposes.
The obtained average pre-touch reaction distance for all the participants was 23.46 cm, and
the S.E. was 2.1.
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4.1. Data Analysis Results
4.1.1. Parts, Angle, and Gender Combination Effects

First, we analyzed the collected data from three factors: parts (shoulder, elbow and
hand), angle (left and right), and gender combination (same or different), as shown in
Tables 1 and 2. The reason why we use a gender combination factor is that a past study
might suggest that pre-touch reaction distance increases with the opposite gender, although
they did not provide strict evidence [16]. We conducted a three-factor mixed ANOVA test
and only identified a significant main effect in the part factor (F(2,60) = 13.905, p < 0.001,
partial η2 = 0.317). Multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni method revealed a significant
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difference for the distance factors: shoulder > hand (p = 0.001) and elbow > hand (p = 0.001).
There was no significance between shoulder and elbow (p = 0.591). Thus, prediction 1 was
supported.

Table 1. Average (S.E.) of minimum comfortable distance in centimeters by gender combinations and
body parts.

Gender Combination

Same Different

Shoulder 23.4 (2.6) 25.9 (2.6)
Elbow 23.6 (2.5) 24.1 (2.5)
Hand 21.0 (2.3) 21.3 (2.3)

Table 2. Average (S.E.) of minimum comfortable distance in centimeters considering the approach
angle for each body part.

Angle

Left Right

Shoulder 25.7 (2.0) 23.6 (1.8)
Elbow 24.7 (2.1) 23.0 (1,6)
Hand 21.7 (1.8) 20.6 (1.5)

Note that other factors did not show significant effects in all combinations, as shown in
Table 3. Thus, in this data collection, only the body parts significantly affected the pre-touch
reaction distance. In other words, the angle and the gender combinations between the
touchers and the evaluators did not significantly affect the distance, similar to the past
study [16].

Table 3. Three-factor ANOVA results (p < 0.05 in bold).

Factor p-Value Factor p-Value

Part (P) <0.001 P × A 0.623
Angle (A) 0.083 P × G 0.200

Gender combination (G) 0.749 A × G 0.366
P × A × G 0.125

4.1.2. Additional Analysis: Speed Effect

Next, we analyzed how the approach speed influenced the data collection, given that
the interaction movement differed from person to person. We investigated this effect by
investigating the relationship between the speed of the toucher’s hand and the minimum
comfortable distance and obtained a weak positive correlation (r = 0.342, p < 0.001). A
faster movement might have caused more nervousness in the evaluator who reacted more
quickly. In our setup, the defined pre-touch situation showed a weak positive correlation
for the obtained minimum comfortable distance.

4.1.3. Additional Analysis: Acclimation Effect

Finally, we analyzed whether the minimum comfortable distance changed during
data collection (Table 4). Since the participants were involved in many touch interactions,
we wanted to know whether their perception influenced the measured distance. For this
purpose, we investigated the acclimation factor by separating the data set into two classes—
first half and last half—and used the part factor because we found significant differences
in the above analysis. Thus, we again conducted a two-factor (part and acclimation)
ANOVA test and identified significant main effects in the part factor (F(2,62) = 14.216,
p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.314) and the acclimation factor (F(1,31) = 18.741, p < 0.001, partial
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η2 = 0.377). We did not find any significance in the interaction effect (F(2,62) = 0.591,
p = 0.557, partial η2 = 0.019). Multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni method revealed a
significant difference for the distance factors: shoulder > hand (p < 0.001) and elbow > hand
(p < 0.001). There was no significance between the shoulder and elbow (p = 0.653).

Table 4. Average (S.E.) minimum comfortable distance in centimeters, considering acclimation.

Acclimation

First Half Last Half

Shoulder 23.9 (1.7) 25.0 (1.9)
Elbow 22.9 (1.5) 24.5 (1.8)
Hand 20.8 (1.7) 21.4 (1.6)

Thus, analysis of the part factor showed the same phenomenon as in the already sup-
ported prediction 1. Unlike a past study [16], our data collection showed that acclimation
significantly affected the minimum comfortable distance, but this difference is about 1 cm
on average.

4.1.4. Summary

Based on analysis for the pre-touch reaction distance around the upper body parts,
we confirmed that the minimum comfortable distance around the hands is smaller than
the minimum comfortable distance around the shoulders and elbows. Moreover, the
results showed that gender and angle factors did not show a significant effect. These
results exhibited a similar phenomenon with a past study about pre-touch reaction distance
around the face [16]. The parts factor, only for the distance around the hands, showed a
significant difference in the shoulder and elbow distances. The movement speed showed a
weak impact in the minimum comfortable distance, and the acclimation effect also showed
a significant difference.

4.2. Implementation

The next step is to implement the obtained pre-touch reaction distances on a robotic
agent. We used an android robot with a masculine appearance [49] and an OptiTrack
system that resembles our data collection to capture the body parts’ positions in real-time.
The robot reacted to the interaction when the hand approached the threshold distance
using the markers’ position information, based on the data collection results.

In the implementation of the pre-touch reactions for the robot, we prepared three
boundaries for the shoulder, elbow, and hand and another for the face, based on a past
study [16], to achieve pre-touch reaction behaviors for typical upper body parts. The
boundary thresholds are defined as Tface, Tshoulder, Telbow, and Thand from the positions
of each body part of the robot, i.e., PRface, PRshoulder, PRelbow, and PRhand. The distances
between the participant’s hand (PPhand) and each body part of the robot were calculated
by the Optitrack system’s outputs (Dface, Dshoulder, Delbow, and Dhand). When this distance
was equal to or less than a threshold (e.g., Delbow <= Telbow), the robot reacted and looked
at the person, using as a reference the marker on the participant’s head. We implemented
this looking behavior because, in previous works, this reaction was adequate to obtain a
more accurate distance [16]. In this implementation, we simply used the average values as
the pre-touch reaction distance threshold for defining the model based on these analyses
(Figure 4, shoulder = 24.8 cm, elbow = 24.1 cm, hand = 21.5 cm). Note that we can change
the system’s thresholds by considering the angle and gender of interacting partners.
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Finally, we tested our developed system. The touchers wore a marker on their right
hand (fingers) and their head, as shown in Figure 5a, and were standing approximately
1.0 m from the robot’s position, as shown in Figure 5b. Then, the touchers slowly moved
their hands while approaching the robot’s body part to check the robot’s reaction. We de-
signed the robot to react by looking at the touchers’ face and confirmed that it autonomously
reacted to the pre-touch behaviors (Figure 6) by testing with multiple different touchers.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Implications

This study investigated and modeled the pre-touch reaction distance around socially
touchable upper body parts, based on human–human pre-touch interaction observations.
Even if we conducted our research with limited participants (e.g., number, age, and culture),
our analyzed data provide useful knowledge for researchers interested in (pre-) touch
interaction in both human–human and human–robot interactions.

In human science literature, females are more receptive to being touched or to engage
in close-distance interaction than males. They also are more willing to accept a same-gender
touch than an opposite-gender touch [50–52]. Even though the data collection analysis did
not show significant differences, the gathered data may be useful to study gender effects of
pre-touch distance around body parts.

Cultural differences are another possible factor that may have influenced the data
collection results for pre-touch reaction distance. In fact, touch interaction is quite different
due to cultural effects [53,54] and situations [55,56]. In this study, only Japanese participants
joined the data collection in a laboratory experiment setting. However, our findings might
encourage comparisons of cultural differences in the context of pre-touch interactions.

In summary, our studies still identified a more complex phenomenon than past studies.
These results suggest that robots might require a different strategy in (pre-) touch interaction
situations due to the appearances and the genders of the interacting people.

5.2. Implementation of Whole-Upper-Body Pre-Touch Reaction Distance

This study implemented a pre-touch reaction distance threshold for face, shoulder,
elbow, and hand based on past knowledge and observations. However, these distance
thresholds are based on specific body parts. How should we deal with the pre-touch
reaction distance between the above parts or others, such as the chest and stomach?

One possible solution is to interpolate linearly between body parts, enabling a robot
to calculate the whole arm’s pre-touch reaction distance. We may need to consider the
sensitivity of other body parts, because a past study reported that touching such sensitive
body parts is unacceptable except by a familiar person [18]. Investigating the relationship
between such sensitivity and pre-touch reaction distance is an interesting future work.

The results obtained in this paper can be a starting point for modeling a pre-touch
behavior in human–robot interaction. In this case, the reaction of the android is quite
simple and only shows an “awareness” of a touch interaction by looking at the participant,
but, for future work, it would be interesting to consider more complex reactions that
depend on several factors, such as gender, age, and the context of the interaction. As for
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implementation with other kinds of robots, even if is not human-like, social robots should
have human-like behavior when interacting with people, because people assume socially
acceptable human behavior and expect a reaction accordingly.

Another interesting future work could be the inclusion of tactile data in the studied
body parts. It would be helpful for finding a relationship between the touch interaction
and the pre-touch reaction distance, comparing soft and hard touch with different before-
touch motion patterns (for example, pre-touch aggressive movement) and the effect in the
conveyed emotions.

5.3. Limitations

Since this study has several limitations, we need to carefully contemplate our results.
Such participant characteristics as personality, culture, and age affect the pre-touch reaction
distance. In addition, we could not investigate the pre-touch reaction distance around
the lower body due to difficulties observing human–human touch interaction. Although
building whole-body pre-touch reaction distance knowledge is critical, such data collection
is complicated by several issues, including ethical and privacy problems. Even if we
used robots or virtual agents as touchers instead of human participants, data collection
is problematic. Additionally, there are differences between real life and Virtual Reality
(VR) environments regarding proxemics, where people prefer closer interaction distances
with a physical robot than a virtual one in VR, suggesting that is important to evaluate the
perception of the robot before the analysis of the interaction itself [46,57].

In addition, since our model is based on participants who were essentially strangers,
our study did not consider how it might change with people who already share some kind
of relationship. Investigating these differences in human–human pre-touch interaction will
be interesting for evaluating the same effect in human–robot interaction in the future.

6. Conclusions

This study focused on a before-touch situation in human–human touch interactions to
define a pre-touch reaction distance and implement it using a human-like male android.
We reported the modeling of pre-touch reaction distance around a touchable upper body
part, i.e., shoulders, elbows, and hands, from human–human interaction observations
considering gender and the side approach and speed of the touch interaction. The pre-
touch reaction distances of the shoulder and elbow had a significantly higher value, while
the pre-touch reaction distance for the hand had a significantly lower value. Moreover, our
analysis showed that speed and acclimation significantly affected the distance, although
gender and approach sides did not.

We also implemented a pre-touch reaction distance model in human–robot pre-touch
interaction. We used an android robot with a human-like masculine appearance that reacted
based on the defined reaction distances obtained in the human–human interaction analysis.
Based on the robot’s appearance, knowledge about upper-body pre-touch reaction distance
based on human–human touch interaction and the differences in its effectiveness will
contribute to gathering pre-touch proxemics knowledge for social robots that physically
interact with people.
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